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1) Question/Comment: For the HCBS Compliance Portal – is it only an option to 
have one login or can there be multiple logins under the same provider? 

KDADS: You will be able to have multiple logins. Once the provider admin is entered by 
the provider and approved by KDADS – the provider admin can add additional “provider 
managers.” The provider determines who the admin is and how many managers. A 
provider with 2 locations (example) could also have 2 accounts but would need different 
contacts/provider admins. 

2) Question/Comment: For new settings – the assessment needs to be in by Jan 
1, 2023, correct? How does the state know what new settings are 
outstanding/not in the system? 

KDADS: Yes – new settings by Jan. 1, 2023. This gives time for KDADS to 
assess/remediate before the 3/17/23 deadline. The state will know if a new setting 
hasn’t been assessed by billing. If setting is not in the portal (by address) it is 
outstanding. After 3/17 if an address tries to bill and it is not in the HCBS compliance 
portal, it will be denied. Reach out to LaTonia for providers if you are not sure if they are 
on the list/compliant. Until all addresses are in and KMAP has been fully updated, you 
can contact LaTonia to check. Settings by location/address is how KDADS will check to 
see if a setting is compliant. 

3) Question/Comment: Could we have an update on status of Ongoing 
Monitoring?  

KDADS: KDADS has a plan but is currently putting in policies/regulations. After 3/17/23 
once compliant in portal, a setting is compliant. We are wanting the portal to be more 
manual and interactive (countdowns, notifications, ability to make changes as needed, 
etc.). However, KDADS will be doing samples for on-site visits in the future. The 
assessment will stay the same, as far as questions go. 
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*There were no questions on this call. 

 


